
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

PatchChecker Toolbar 

 

General information:  
This script provides a custom toolbar that allows fast and efficient mesh check and repair by isolating 

patches of failed elements using a clipping sphere. One can cycle through all found patches and adjust 

the size of the sphere. The advantage of using a clipping sphere is that one can modify geometry and 

mesh at the same time while keeping a consistent focused view on the failed region. 

Installation:  
You can download this script from our Script Exchange: 

http://www.altairhyperworks.com/Macros_Exchange_Preview.aspx?macro_id=617 

Since it is a TCL script, you can either run it on demand using the scripting toolbar or the “Run Tcl/Tk 

Script” entry in the File dropdown menu. If you want to have it activated by default, simply source the 

script in your hmcustom.tcl file: 

source "x:/myScriptDirectory/patchCheckToolbar.tcl" 

When the Script is executed, the toolbar will appear below the graphics area. It can be positioned like 

any other standard toolbar. To close the toolbar, simply click the x in the upper right corner. 

Tip/Trick #: 1053 

HW Product:  HyperMesh 

HW Version:  HyperWorks 11.0 

Category:  Macro 

Topic: Toolbar for efficient check and repair of failed 

elements 



 
 

Usage 

  

Before activating the Patch View, one has to perform an element check using the standard check 

elements panel (F11). Perform the element check of choice and save the elements using the green “save 

failed” button on the right hand side. 

Then one can activate the Patch View by pressing the activate/deactivate button of the PatchCheck 

toolbar. Now the first patch of failed elements is shown centered on the screen. Using the prev/next 

patch buttons, one can cycle through the found patches. The plus- and minus- buttons de-/increase the 

size of the clipping sphere. 

While the Patch View is active, one can still hide/show components using the model browser. Also any 

modification to either geometry or elements direct is possible. The clipping sphere will always stay in 

the current location, keeping you focused on the problem. 

To return to the standard view, simply click the activate/deactivate button again. 
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